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Fire Iridium
Oakley lenses and

M2 frame – perfect for the
slopes and best contrast in

any skiing conditions.

JANUARY SALE

Master upholsterer launches
specialist motorcycle seat
business
Lincoln based master upholsterer Crowther & Sons has launched

a new company to provide specialist bespoke motorcycle seat re-

upholstery, repair and bespoke seat design for sports bikes,

tourers, custom cruisers and trikes.

Core Motorcycle Seating has been launched to respond to a well

established demand from the biking community in Lincolnshire

and throughout the UK for the highest quality motorcycle seats. 

The specialist design and repair work is carried out by hand in

the company’s Lincoln workshop by Ed Crowther junior who is

carrying on the family skill and tradition as a master upholsterer

from his father, Ed Crowther senior, who founded Crowther &

Sons over 30 years ago.

“We work on a wide variety of projects for amateur and

professional riders ranging from simple seat lowering to full

conversions or bespoke seating for custom bikes and trikes,”

comments Ed junior. “The demand for high quality, specialist re-

upholstery and bespoke seat design encouraged me, as a

motorcycle enthusiast, to dedicate an increasing amount of time

and resources to develop this specialist skill and launch the new

company and the response so far has been amazing with orders

for B and B motorcycles Lincoln and Jack Machin Motorcycles”

adds Ed. As part of the bespoke upholstery service offered by

Core, the company can also incorporate custom stitching design

or logo into the overall seat concept.

Contact Core Motorcycle Seating T: 01522510397

E: coremotorcycleseating@gmail.com

The hide used for seats is almost 5mm thick with 4 layers sewn together it can

be 8mm!

Feature in the Bailgate
Independent
We are always looking for interesting stories about local

businesses. Advertisers get first bite at editorial space so to 100%

ensure you are featured take an advertisement to get maximum

impact.

However, if we feel your story is good and of interest to our

readers, we will feature it anyway, space permitting.

Send any information and relevant photographs to Tony

Copeland at: studio2@fireworksdesign.co.uk


